Global Warming Petition Project
31,487 American scientists have signed this petition,
including 9,029 with PhDs

Purpose of Petition
The purpose of the Petition Project is to demonstrate that the claim of “settled
science” and an overwhelming “consensus” in favor of the hypothesis of
human-caused global warming and consequent climatological damage is
wrong. No such consensus or settled science exists. As indicated by the
petition text and signatory list, a very large number of American scientists
reject this hypothesis.

Publicists at the United Nations, Mr. Al Gore, and their supporters frequently
claim that only a few “skeptics” remain – skeptics who are still unconvinced
about the existence of a catastrophic human-caused global warming
emergency.
It is evident that 31,487 Americans with university degrees in science –
including 9,029 PhDs, are not "a few." Moreover, from the clear and strong
petition statement that they have signed, it is evident that these 31,487
American scientists are not “skeptics.”
These scientists are instead convinced that the human-caused global warming
hypothesis is without scientific validity and that government action on the
basis of this hypothesis would unnecessarily and counterproductively damage
both human prosperity and the natural environment of the Earth.

Summary of Peer-Reviewed Research
Most scientists have a detailed knowledge of their own narrow field of
specialization, a general knowledge of fundamental science, an understanding
of the scientific method, and a mental model that encompasses a broad range
of scientific disciplines. This model serves as the basis of their thoughts about
scientific questions.
When a scientist desires to refine his understanding of a specific scientific
subject, he often begins by reading one or more review articles about that
topic. As he reads, he compares the facts given in the review with his mental
model of the subject, refining his model and updating it with current
information. Review articles do not present new discoveries. The essential
facts given in the review must be referenced to the peer-reviewed scientific
research literature, so that the reader can check the assertions and conclusions
of the article and obtain more detailed information about aspects that interest
him.
A 12-page review article about the human-caused global warming hypothesis
is circulated with the petition. To view the entire article in html, 150-dpi

PDF, 300-dpi PDF, 600-dpi PDF, Spanish or figures alone in powerpoint or
flash, click on the appropriate item in this sentence.

The factual
information
cited in this
article
is
referenced
to
the
underlying
research
literature, in
this case by
132
references
listed at the
end of the
article.
Although
written
primarily for
scientists,
most of this
article can
be
understood
without
formal
scientific
training.
This article was submitted to many scientists for comments and suggestions
before it was finalized and submitted for publication. It then underwent
ordinary peer review by the publishing journal.
The United Nations IPCC also publishes a research review in the form of a
voluminous, occasionally-updated report on the subject of climate change,

which the United Nations asserts is “authored” by approximately 600
scientists. These “authors” are not, however – as is ordinarily the custom in
science – permitted power of approval the published review of which they are
putative authors. They are permitted to comment on the draft text, but the
final text neither conforms to nor includes many of their comments. The final
text conforms instead to the United Nations objective of building support for
world taxation and rationing of industrially-useful energy.

Frequently Asked Questions
1. Is the Petition Project fulfilling expectations?
The project has fulfilled the expectations of its organizers. In PhD scientist
signers alone, the project already includes 15-times more scientists than are
seriously involved in the United Nations IPCC process. The very large
number of petition signers demonstrates that, if there is a consensus among
American scientists, it is in opposition to the human-caused global warming
hypothesis rather than in favor of it.
Moreover, the current totals of 31,487 signers, including 9,029 PhDs, are
limited only by Petition Project resources. With more funds for printing and
postage, these numbers would be much higher.
2. Has the petition project helped to diminish the threat of energy and
technology rationing?
The accomplishments of science and engineering have transformed the
world. They have markedly increased the quality, quantity, and length of
human life and have enabled human beings to make many improvements in
the natural environment of the Earth.

Today, scientists are seeing the accomplishments of science demonized and
one of the three most important molecular substances that make life possible
- atmospheric carbon dioxide (the other two being oxygen and water) denigrated as an atmospheric "pollutant" in a widely circulated movie.
Scientists who have carefully examined the facts know that this movie
contains numerous falsehoods. This and many other similar misguided
propaganda efforts in the media, naturally repel men and women who know
the truth. The search for truth is the essence of science. When science is
misrepresented, scientists are naturally incensed.
There is, therefore, a rapidly growing backlash of opposition among
American scientists to this egregious misuse of the reputation and procedures
of science. The Petition Project is helping to demonstrate this opposition and,
therefore, to reduce the chances of misguided political reductions in sciencebased technology.
3. Who organized the Petition Project?
The Petition Project was organized by a group of physicists and physical
chemists who conduct scientific research at several American scientific
institutions. The petition statement and the signatures of its 31,487 signers,
however, speak for themselves. The primary relevant role of the organizers is
that they are among the 9,029 PhD signers of the petition.
4. Who pays for the Petition Project?
The Petition Project is financed by non-tax deductible donations to the
Petition Project from private individuals, many of whom are signers of the
petition. The project has no financing whatever from industrial sources. No
funds or resources of the Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine are used
for the Petition Project. The Oregon Institute of Science and Medicine has
never received funds or resources from energy industries, and none of the
scientists at the Institute have any funding whatever from corporations or
institutions involved in hydrocarbon technology or energy production.
Donations to the project are primarily used for printing and postage. Most of
the labor for the project has been provided by scientist volunteers.

5. Does the petition list contain names other than those of scientist
signers?
Opponents of the petition project sometimes submit forged signatures in
efforts to discredit the project. Usually, these efforts are eliminated by our
verification procedures. On one occasion, a forged signature appeared briefly
on the signatory list. It was removed as soon as discovered.
In a group of more than 30,000 people, there are many individuals with
names similar or identical to other signatories, or to non-signatories – real or
fictional. Opponents of the petition project sometimes use this statistical fact
in efforts to discredit the project. For examples, Perry Mason and Michael
Fox are scientists who have signed the petition – who happen also to have
names identical to fictional or real non-scientists.
6. Does the petition project list contain duplicate names?
Thousands of scientists have signed the petition more than once. These
duplicates have been carefully removed from the petition list. The list
contains many instances of scientists with closely similar and sometimes
identical names, as is statistically expected in a list of this size, but these
signers are different people, who live at different addresses, and usually have
different fields of specialization. Primarily as a result of name and address
variants, occasional duplicate names are found in the list. These are
immediately removed.
7. Are any of the listed signers dead?
In a group of more than 30,000 people, deaths are a frequent occurrence. The
Petition Project has no comprehensive method by which it is notified about
deaths of signatories. When we do learn of a death, an "*" is placed beside
the name of the signatory. For examples, Edward Teller, Arnold Beckman,
Philip Abelson, William Nierenberg, and Martin Kamen are American
scientists who signed the Petition and are now deceased.

8. Why is this effort called "Petition Project?"
Signatories to the petition have signed just the petition – which speaks for
itself. The organizers – themselves scientists located at several scientific
institutions – have designed the project to emphasize this single fact. The use
of a post office box mailing address, a generic name – Petition Project, and
other institutionally-neutral aspects of the project are intended to avoid the
impression that the signatories have endorsed the agenda or actions of any
institution, group, or other activity. They are simply signers of this petition to
the government of the United States, as written.
9. Why was the review article published in the Journal of American
Physicians and Surgeons?
The authors chose to submit this article for peer-review and publication by
the Journal of American Physicians and Surgeonsbecause that journal was
willing to waive its copyright and permit extensive reproduction and
distribution of the article by the Petition Project.
10. Why is the Petition Project necessary?
In December 1997, then U. S. Vice-President Al Gore participated in a
meeting in Kyoto, Japan during which he signed a treaty to ration world
energy production based upon fear of human-caused global warming. This
treaty was not, however, presented to the United States Senate for
ratification.
Since before that Kyoto meeting and continuing to the present day, Mr. Gore
and his supporters at the United Nations and elsewhere have claimed that the
"science is settled" – that an overwhelming "consensus" of scientists agrees
with the hypothesis of human-caused global warming, with only a handful of
skeptical scientists in disagreement.
Moreover, for more than 10 years these proponents of world energy rationing
have consistently argued that, in view of this claimed scientific "consensus,"
no further discussion of the science involved in this issue is warranted before
legislative action is taken to heavily tax, regulate, and ration hydrocarbon
energy.

Since, however, these claims were not successful in convincing the United
States government to initiate energy rationing, the United Nations has held a
series of international meetings attended by a central group of about 600
scientists, some additional scientists outside of this group, and a large number
of political and bureaucratic representatives – approximately 2,000 in all. The
United Nations has also hosted larger meetings, including many non-scientist
participants from environmental, business, and political organizations.
During and after each of these meetings, there have been further publicity
campaigns claiming that the "science is settled" – that the "consensus" of
scientists in favor of the hypothesis of human-caused global warming is so
overwhelming that further examination of the science is unnecessary.
Realizing, from discussions with their scientific colleagues, that this claimed
"consensus" does not exist, a group of scientists initiated the Petition Project
in early 1998. Thousands of signatures were gathered in a campaign during
1998-1999. Between 1999 and 2007, the list of petition signatories grew
gradually, without a special campaign. Between October 2007 and March
2008, a new campaign for signatures was initiated. The majority of the
current listed signatories signed or re-signed the petition after October 2007.
The original review article that accompanied the petition effort in 1998-1999
was replaced in October 2007 with a new review incorporating the research
literature up to that date.
The renewed petition campaign in 2007 was prompted by an escalation of the
claims of "consensus," release of the movie "An Inconvenient Truth" by Mr.
Al Gore, and related events. Mr. Gore's movie, asserting a "consensus" and
"settled science" in agreement about human-caused global warming,
conveyed the claims about human-caused global warming to ordinary movie
goers and to public school children, to whom the film was widely distributed.
Unfortunately, Mr. Gore's movie contains many very serious incorrect
claims, which no informed, honest scientist could endorse.
The campaign to severely ration hydrocarbon energy technology has now
been markedly expanded. In the course of this campaign, many scientifically
invalid claims about impending climate emergencies are being made.
Simultaneously, proposed political actions to severely reduce hydrocarbon

use now threaten the prosperity of Americans and the very existence of
hundreds of millions of people in poorer countries.
As Professor Seitz states, in his Petition Project letter which speaks of this
impending threat to all humanity, "It is especially important for America to
hear from its citizens who have the training necessary to evaluate the relevant
data and offer sound advice."
The Petition Project is a means by which those citizens are offering that
advice.

Qualifications of Signers
Signatories are approved for inclusion in the Petition Project list if they have
obtained formal educational degrees at the level of Bachelor of Science or
higher in appropriate scientific fields. The petition has been circulated only in
the United States.
The current list of petition signers includes 9,029 PhD; 7,157 MS; 2,586 MD
and DVM; and 12,715 BS or equivalent academic degrees. Most of the MD
and DVM signers also have underlying degrees in basic science.
All of the listed signers have formal educations in fields of specialization that
suitably qualify them to evaluate the research data related to the petition
statement. Many of the signers currently work in climatological,
meteorological, atmospheric, environmental, geophysical, astronomical, and
biological fields directly involved in the climate change controversy.
The Petition Project classifies petition signers on the basis of their formal
academic training, as summarized below. Scientists often pursue specialized
fields of endeavor that are different from their formal education, but their
underlying training can be applied to any scientific field in which they
become interested.
Outlined below are the numbers of Petition Project signatories, subdivided by
educational specialties. These have been combined, as indicated, into seven
categories.

1. Atmospheric, environmental, and Earth sciences includes 3,805 scientists
trained in specialties directly related to the physical environment of the Earth
and the past and current phenomena that affect that environment.
2. Computer and mathematical sciences includes 935 scientists trained in
computer and mathematical methods. Since the human-caused global
warming hypothesis rests entirely upon mathematical computer projections
and not upon experimental observations, these sciences are especially
important in evaluating this hypothesis.
3. Physics and aerospace sciences include 5,812 scientists trained in the
fundamental physical and molecular properties of gases, liquids, and solids,
which are essential to understanding the physical properties of the
atmosphere and Earth.
4. Chemistry includes 4,822 scientists trained in the molecular interactions
and behaviors of the substances of which the atmosphere and Earth are
composed.
5. Biology and agriculture includes 2,965 scientists trained in the functional
and environmental requirements of living things on the Earth.
6. Medicine includes 3,046 scientists trained in the functional and
environmental requirements of human beings on the Earth.
7. Engineering and general science includes 10,102 scientists trained
primarily in the many engineering specialties required to maintain modern
civilization and the prosperity required for all human actions, including
environmental programs.
The following outline gives a more detailed analysis of the signers'
educations.

Atmosphere, Earth, & Environment (3,805)

1. Atmosphere (579)
I) Atmospheric Science (112)
II) Climatology (39)
III) Meteorology (343)
IV) Astronomy (59)
V) Astrophysics (26)
2. Earth (2,240)
I) Earth Science (94)
II) Geochemistry (63)
III) Geology (1,684)
IV) Geophysics (341)
V) Geoscience (36)
VI) Hydrology (22)
3. Environment (986)
I) Environmental Engineering (487)
II) Environmental Science (253)
III) Forestry (163)
IV) Oceanography (83)

Computers & Math (935)
1. Computer Science (242)
2. Math (693)
I) Mathematics (581)
II) Statistics (112)

Physics & Aerospace (5,812)
1. Physics (5,225)

I) Physics (2,365)
II) Nuclear Engineering (223)
III) Mechanical Engineering (2,637)
2. Aerospace Engineering (587)

Chemistry (4,822)
1. Chemistry (3,129)
2. Chemical Engineering (1,693)

Biochemistry, Biology, & Agriculture (2,965)
1. Biochemistry (744)
I) Biochemistry (676)
II) Biophysics (68)
2. Biology (1,438)
I) Biology (1,049)
II) Ecology (76)
III) Entomology (59)
IV) Zoology (149)
V) Animal Science (105)
3. Agriculture (783)
I) Agricultural Science (296)
II) Agricultural Engineering (114)
III) Plant Science (292)
IV) Food Science (81)

Medicine (3,046)
1. Medical Science (719)
2. Medicine (2,327)

General Engineering & General Science (10,102)
1. General Engineering (9,833)
I) Engineering (7,280)
II) Electrical Engineering (2,169)
III) Metallurgy (384)
2. General Science (269)

